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 Welcome! Opening prayer and praise reports
 FCCI update
 Today’s topic: How, when and where are you Intersecting?

And Jesus went about all Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, and
preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and healing all manner of sickness and all manner of disease among the people. --Matthew 4:23
Intersect = the act or point of intersecting; to cut through or across
Intersection = a place where roads intersect
Throughout the Gospels, we find that Jesus went. He deliberately went out to intersect with
people, in all kinds of places and environments. Sometimes his intersections appear to be
random, just out in the highways and byways of life. Other intersections appear more focused.
To sustain and grow, our businesses need to intersect with people who may need or want our
products or services. In today’s complicated world, there are many ways in which to intersect.
We have a plethora of intersection tools at our disposal. However we choose to do it, we must
deliberately intersect or our pipeline to new business and repeat business will eventually dry up.
So it is with our Christian witness in the workplace.
We all have different personalities. Some of us are more introverted or extroverted.
Let’s chat this morning about how, when and where we intersect for the perpetuation of our
businesses and the furtherance of the Gospel.
Evaluate yourself from 1 (weak) to 10 (strong)
in terms of intersecting with others?
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Why did you give yourself this rating?
What benefits might you enjoy by intersecting
with more people?
What specific actions can you take to intersect
with more people?





This Is My Story on 12/3 with David Schmid
Other news
Closing prayer
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